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3.3 Equipment Effectiveness 

Sonar 
Sonar data were acquired with a Kongsberg EM2040C set to a survey frequency of 300 kHz, high-density 
beam forming, with 400 beams per ping.  Although the EM2040C allowed full swath widths at this 
frequency, lines from previous year’s survey run at comparable depths contained considerable noise in 
outer beams (> ±60 degrees from the nadir; as identified by QPS engineers).  As a result (and as per QPS 
recommendation), soundings greater than ±60 degrees from the nadir were not included in final 
bathymetric surfaces.   

Hydrographic Workstation 
A motherboard failure occurred within the hydrographic workstation PC during systems start-up on the 
morning of September 27, 2017.  The system could not be replaced prior to the scheduled end (November 
30th) of the survey season.  Thus, no additional survey data was collected after September 14, 2017. 

3.4 Sound Speed Methods 
Sound speed cast frequency: A total of 135 sound speed casts were taken within the boundaries of the 
2017 mainscheme survey.  All sound speed cast measurements were collected using the Teledyne Odom 
Digibar S profiler.  Sound speed casts were taken as needed throughout the survey, which was generally 
when the observed surface sound speed (monitored and visualized in real-time using the AML MicroX 
SV sensor) differed from the surface sound speed in the active profile by more than 2 meters per second.  
In certain instances, supplemental casts were taken when there was reason to suspect significant changes 
in the water column (e.g. change in tide, abrupt changes in seafloor relief, etc.).  During the collection of 
sound speed casts, logging was stopped to download and apply the new cast and was resumed when the 
boat circled around and came back on the survey line.  Throughout the duration of the survey, the surface 
sound speed was observed in real-time (by the AML Micro X SV probe).  Although sound speed data 
were recorded in raw sonar files, the raw sound velocity profiles (.csv) were also submitted with the 
survey data. 

A quality comparison between the AML Micro X SV sensor and the Teledyne Odom Digibar S profiler 
was not performed.  However, real-time comparisons between surface sound speed observed by the AML 
Micro X SV and the surface sound speed entry in the Digibar S profile suggested these instruments were 
in agreement. 

4.0 Data Post-processing 
The following is a summary of the procedures used for post-processing and analysis of survey data using 
Qimera (v.1.5.4, 64-bit edition) and Fledermaus (v.7.7.7, 64-bit edition) software. 

4.1 Horizontal Datum 
The horizontal datum for these data is WGS 84 projected in UTM zone 19N (meters). 

4.2 Vertical Datum and Water Level Corrections 
The vertical datum for these data is mean lower-low water (MLLW) level in meters.  A tidal zoning file 
(.zdf; provided by NOAA CO-OPS) containing time and range corrections for verified data referenced 
from the Portland, ME (8418150) tide gauge was applied to all areas surveyed (Figure 9).  Time 
corrections, tide height offsets, and tide scale (range) for each zone are listed in Table 8. 




